The following phishing email was received by members of the Northwestern community on or around June 19, 2020 appearing to be from a Northwestern faculty member. DO NOT click on any links or open any attachments and DO NOT respond to this email or any email you suspect is a phishing attempt. As a reminder, Northwestern University will never ask for personally identifiable information.

Please check out the How to Identify a Fraudulent Email Scam video on the NUIT Communications YouTube Channel for more information on how to spot phishing email scams.

-----------------------------------------------

From: Lisa ... <a01570616@itesm.mx> (name intentionally removed by Northwestern IT)

Date: June 19, 2020 at 9:38:14 AM PDT

To: melanie...@gmail.com (name intentionally removed by Northwestern IT)

Subject: Fwd: from Lisa ...

Should have sent you this one earlier http://www.991u.riehce.com/  eif

Lisa ..., MD MPH

Professor, (information intentionally removed by Northwestern IT)